
Close To My Heart Classes with Lynn Como 
 
 

 
 

Sept. is National Stamping Month and Close To My Heart created 
this beautiful “pop up” foil “From the Heart” card kit.  It includes two E 
sized stamp sets; 12 foil/white cards and envelopes.  The stamp sets are 
beautiful layers of flowers and leaves that can be stunning in a variety 
of combinations.  Kit is $39.95 and I have only 3 with me.  Stop by my 
booth to see them in person.  Stunning and the foil cards are sold 
separately for $15.95. 

 
Friday @ 11:00 am We have a new You are Here cricut cartridge for TRAVEL!  
This class will showcase some of the cuts and layering and show you the variety of 
badges, outdoor sports, vacation destinations and more for your scrapping needs! 

 
 
Friday Kit of the Month:  No Worries $45 and creates 8+ pages 
Do you love the beach?  Taken a ‘staycation’ closer to home but near the water?  Tropical getaway?  
These pages will not disappoint you and it includes a 6x12 flip flap and 6x12 pocket plus page too!  There 
is no stamping but I did distress my pages (that’s optional for you).   
 

• We will do all of our cutting @ 3:30 pm.  All you need @ this time is your 12” paper trimmer. 
• After dinner, we will meet to put this kit together.  You can do as many pages as you want and/or finish 

them up over the weekend and borrow the samples at your seat. 
• You also can get this to go.  This kit is RETIRED already ... so it’s what I have in stock. 

 

If you would like to RSVP for any of these classes to reserve your space: Ilov2cr84u@gmail.com and what class you would like to 
take.  I will have sign ups @ the Crop as well.  Time of class may vary except for Friday night with the Kit of the Month. 

http://lynncomo.com/my-art/nggallery/my-creations/magical-kit-of-the-month/
http://lynncomo.com/my-art/nggallery/my-creations/magical-kit-of-the-month/
mailto:Ilov2cr84u@gmail.com


Basics needed:   I have these items for sale if needed. 
12” paper trimmer, Versamat (for measuring as you place your pieces), scissors, adhesive, pop ups, glue dots.  
Inks:  Light brown (cashmere, desert sand work) & sponge dauber.   
 
Sat. @ 10 am: *new* Pocket Plus Variety Pack or Flip Flaps:  $6.00  
Learn how to use these fantastic INSERTS for your albums with our Pocket Plus Page 
Protectors! They are perfect for 4x6 and 4x3 photos ‘in between’ your layouts.   
In addition, we have*new* 5x7 flip flaps & one size “in a pack” now! 
Learn the BEST WAY to tackle photo overload and use FLIP FLAPS on your layouts AND Project Life pages.  
The ideas are endless!  The product EASY!  The cost ... priceless! 
Materials needed:  NONE!  Just bring your excitement to learn! 
 
Saturday @ 11:00 am Rose Embossing Folder & Techniques Class $20 
Do you own embossing folders and a 
die cut machine?  Did you know there 
are a variety of ways to create 
beautiful embossing with some simple 
ingredients you probably already own?  
Well, come on over to this class and 
learn the tricks of the trade!  You’ll 
walk away with the stunning Rose 
Embossing Folder and 8 tags on a ring 
with labels to remind you of what you 
can do!  From cardstock to inking; foil 
to vellum ... to popping the images 
with a dash of color!   
 
Basics needed:  Die cutting machine to emboss with; sander & hole punch (if you have these).  If you have 
peacock, pixie or new bashful ink, bring those along so it goes faster for you.  Bring a pen and paper if you want 
to take any notes.  



Saturday @ 1:00 pm 3 All Occasion Cards $10 
This class will show you how to use our new scallop thin cuts and rose and 
leaf embossing folders.  You’ll love the look on vellum & also get the chance 
to color in with watercolor paint.  Learn all about our new cardstock and 
seasonal card kits too! All cards are PRECUT and ready for you to enjoy.  
 
Fundraising Opportunities: 

 

Create or take this PRECUT 
CARD for a $5.00 donation for 
Breast Cancer Society.  I will also 
have the Stronger Together stamp 
set for $15. CTMH created this 
stamp set purposely to donate all 
the proceeds to the Red Cross 
Relief Fund handling the 
devastation in the US and 
Canada.   
 
You can stamp a message with it 
if you like on the inside of the 
card and send to a loved one. 

 
 

I will also have a new line of Magnolia and Vine Interchangeable 
Jewelry and Handbags to share with you this weekend.  This product 
line is so unique, fun and I love that you can easily change out the 
SNAPS or ACCENTS for a whole new look!  With any order, you can 
receive the Lyra Pendant for free (snap not included).  Gloves, hats, 
crossbody wallets, earrings, bracelets and so much more to check out.  
It’s hypo-allergenic too!  SNAPS are stunning! 
 

 

Lynn Como 
Stylist 
Shop HERE 
 
P:  732 266 1287 
E:  Ilov2cr84u@gmail.com 
B:  LynnComo.com 
 

http://www.mymagnoliaandvine.com/4996/
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